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Abstract

Life cycle consumption models are often estimated by using the intertemporal

relationships implied by the Euler equations. In this paper we present a

method to construct such Euler equations and, more generally, moments, if

one allows for quite general formulations of the life cycle consumption

model. For example, one may wish to allow for intertemporally non-additíve

(expected) utility or one may wish to include (next to the lifetime wealth

budget constraint) additional (inequality) constraints, such as liquidity

constraints. The construction of the moments will be on the basis of the

first order conditions which we derive by application of a generalized

Lagrange multiplier rule.

In case of more than one good per period we also allow for within period
uncertainty in addition to intertemporal uncertainty. As a consequence, the
first order conditions not only lead to intertemporal Euler equations but
also to intratemporal moments instead of the intratemporal identities
between marginal utilities which usually show up.
The construction of moments is illustrated by some examples of particular
multi-good life cycle consumption models.
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1. Introduction.

Since the seminal work of Hall (1978) many economists have studied
consumer behaviour under uncertainty implied by the Life Cycle Hypothesis

(LCH) and related versions by means of the so-called Euler equations.

According to the standard LCH a(possibly representative) consumer chooses

in each period consumption by maximizíng an intertemporally additive (von

Neumann-Morgenstern) expected utility function subject to a life time

wealth budget constraint. From the first order conditions of this
optimization problem one can obtain Euler equations, which have an

attractively simple form: the marginal utility of consumption evolves

according to a random walk with trend. The standard LCH has been extended

in different ways. For instance, by the inclusion of more than one good

per period (see, e.g., MaCurdy (1983), Browning, Deaton and Irish (1983),
and Blundell and Walker (1986)), by allowing for liquidity constraints

(see, e.g., Muellbauer (1983), Zeldes (1985) and Alessie, Melenberg and

Weber (1988)), and by incorporating habit formation (see, e.g., Spinnewijn

(1981), Muellbauer (1986), and Winder (1988)). Again the first order

conditions lead to Euler equations from which often a model involving

only observable variables can be deríved. Estimation of the model can be

done by the generalized method of moments (GMM) as presented in, e.g.,

Hansen and Singleton (1982). For a more extended overview of life cycle

consumption models, see, e.g., Blundell (1987, 1988) or King (1985)-
In this paper we consider the question of how the first order

conditions look, if one allows for a quite general formulation of the

model. These first order conditions will be used to construct moments such

as the Euler equations which may be used in estimation. General

formulations of the life cycle consumption model are needed if one wishes

to incorporate, e.g., habit formation, nonnegativity constraints,

liquidity constraints, or possibly other constraints. In addition one can

also be interested in the case that some of the uncertainty inducing

variables usually treated as exogenous, such as income, are not (really)

exogenous, but can be influenced by the consumption decisions. An example

is given by the human capital approach, where the wage rate is allowed to

depend upon previous consumption decisions, cf., Ghez and Becker (1975)-
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In such cases the standard life cycle formulation should be reformulated

into more general forms. The first order conditions of such models can, in

principle, also be obtained by means of the present paper's approach.

Usually one assumes that the consumer solves an optimization

problem in each period. In the formal set-up as we propose it each of

these optimization problems is formulated in a vector space consisting of

(consumption) functions of variables that are assumed to be uncertain and

exogenous. The standard approach is to assume that the consumption

functions concerning a particular period are functions of all uncertainty

inducing variables up to and including that particular period (or, in case

of a dynamic programming formulation: functions of the state variable(s)

and uncertainty inducing variables of the period, cf. Epstein (1975)). We

will generalize this by letting each consumption function in the period

under consideration depend upon all uncertainty inducing variables up to

that period and (only) upon a subvector (possibly the whole vector) of the

variables inducing uncertainty in that period. Such an adaptation is

needed if a consumer is assumed to plan at the beginning of a period,

whereas not all of the uncertainty inducing variables concerning that

period have already been realized. A consequence of this adaptation will

be that apart from intertemporal Euler equations the first order

conditions will also result in intratemporal moments.

The derivation of the first order conditions will be by means of a
(generalized) Lagrange multiplier rule, which (also) generalizes the

calculus of variations technique as used by, for example, Hall (1978) and

Hadley and Kemp (1971). See, for instance, Neustadt (1976). Such

multiplier rules need, in their most general forms, only very weak

differentials. For example, in case of the utility function concavity is

already sufficient to ensure the existence of the differentials. However,

to obtain tractable results it might be convenient to impose somewhat

stronger conditions than mere concavity. Differentials can also be easily
obtained when the constraints are based on linear or affine functions (as

is usually the case for the lifetime wealth budget constraint). Once the

first order conditions have been derived they can be used to construct

moments.
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In the analysis we make the following (simplifying, but not
necessarily unrealistic) assumption: the uncertainty inducing variables

are assumed to take their values in a finite set. However, the same

assumption will not be adopted with respect to the set of possible

outcomes of the consumption decisions, since thís would prevent the

ability to differentiate so that we could not use a Lagrange multiplier

rule. A consequence of the simplification is that the mathematical

analysis becomes much easier, so that we can fully concentrate upon the

present paper's purpose: to show how the Euler equations will look in

general life cycle model formulations, where generality refers to the form

of the utility function and constraints.l

The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we describe the
model for a particular period. In section 3 we present the first order
conditions for the period under consideration. Section 4 links the various
periods. We give (sufficient) conditions which ensure that the Euler
equations, and more generally, the moments to be constructed from a
particular period's optimization problem, are also valid in terms of
actually observed variables of later periods. Section 5 illustrates the
construction of moments by means of two examples. The first example
concerns the standard life cycle model. The second example deals with
earnings-related liquidity constraints as used by Alessie et a1. (1988).
Section 6 concludes.

2. Model formulation.

In this section we consider the modelling of a consumer's utility
optimization problem which is usually stated in the following form:

Max Ut(4t.9ta1'....qL)

s.t. ~T-t ltTpTqT ~ (14rt-1)At-la ~T-tt11t2yT

and possibly other constraints,

(2.1)

with A~ given,
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At - (l;rt-1)At-l-ptqt } yt' t-1,...,L,

AL ) 0,

and where,

(2.2)

Ut(qt'qttl' "" qL): intertemporal utility function, e.g., Et~,~u,~(qT),

the intertemporally additive expected utility

function of the standard life cycle model,

qT -(q1T ""'qMt)~' M-dimensional vector of quantities of goods in
period T, T-t,...,L,

pT -(p1T "" 'pMT)~' M-dimensional price vector of the goods in

period T, T-t,...,L,

: Nominal non-property income in period T, T-t,...,L,

r,~ : Nominal interest rate in period T, T-t-1,...,L,

itt - 1,

it~ - ~J-~ (1}rJ)-1 T-tt1,...,L,

At-1: Non-human wealth at the end of period t-1.

The (time) index t runs from 1 to L, where L is the consumer's lifetime.

In this section we consider the modelling of the decision problem in a

particular period t, where we concentrate on a modelling which makes

application of a Lagrange multiplier rule possible. We first discuss the

way uncertainty is introduced into the model. Next we introduce a vector

space of consumption functions a consumer is supposed to choose from. The

specification of the choice set and the preference ordering concludes the

modelling part.
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We begin by assuming the existence of (underlying) exogenous

variables. Their values up to and (possibly partly) including period t are

assumed to be known by the consumer. Their future values (including

possibly some concerning period t) are uncertain. By uncertainty of the

future values we mean that the values may not be known, but the
probability distribution is known by the consumer. By exogeneity we mean

that the probability distribution of the future values is fixed, i.e.,

that it cannot be influenced by the consumption decisions of the consumer.

We refer to the underlying exogenous uncertainty inducing variables as

input variables. The input variables of period ~)t are put in a vector w~,

T E{tt1,...,L}, each of dimension, say, m, and those concerning period t

in a vector wt of dimension, say, n, n~ m.2 It is possible that wt does

not appear at all (the standard approach) in which case we define wt-0.

Variables such as income, interest rates, prices, and taste shifters might

be part of the vectors of input variables, but it is also possible that

these variables are generated by (underlying) exogenous input variables

such as is the case in the human capital theory with respect to the wage

rate (and thus income). Concerning the vectors of input variables we adopt

the following assumption.

(A1) Assumption concerning the input variables
The vector vt- (wt,wttl,...,wL)' is a random vector over a finite set
Vt with probability distribution Pt (and with corresponding 6-algebra
Et being the power set of Vt).

The consumer is supposed to choose a consumption function from a set
of consumption functions. This set will be chosen as a subset of a vector
space of consumption functions. To construct this space we will first
introduce some notation.

Let nit, i-1,...,M (M the number of goods per period), be a

projection of vt E Vt onto the set {0} or onto, say, the components

~1'" " ~n' (where n, as well as jl,...,jn may depend on i) of the vector

wt. Define Hit - rtit(Vt). The set Hit, if not equal to {0}, is just the

set of possible outcomes of the vector ~it, defined as the vector

consisting of the components jl,...,jn of wt. The function qit will be

taken as a function from Hit into R. Loosely speaking, Hit is the set the



consumer is supposed to make use of in deciding upon good i in period
t.3

Let rriT, T~t, i-1,...,M, be a projection of vt E Vt onto the vector

(~t'wttl ""'wT-1'niT)~~
where ~,i,~ is equal to 0 or denotes a subvector of

w~ with components, say, ji,...,jn, where n as well as jl,...,jn may

depend upon i and T. Define Hi,~-ni,~(Vt). The set Hi,t is the set of

possible outcomes of the vector (c~t,wt}1' "" wT-1'~iT)~' We define u,~,

T~t, to be equal to 0 if ni~-w,~, i-1,...,M, and otherwise as the subvector

of w,~ consísting of those components which do not appear in all niT,
i-1,...,M. qi,~ will be taken as function of HiT into R, i.e., the set Hi,~

will be the set the consumer is supposed to make use of in deciding upon

good i in period.4

Suppose that the beginning of a period T(~[E{t,...,L}) corresponds to
the moment the components of the vector w,~ not appearing in co,~ have been
realized. The standard approach consists of the case c~,~-0, t-1,...,L,
i.e., choosing each qit deterministic and each qi,~, T~t, to be dependent
upon (wttl,...,w,~)', so including all the input variables of period t. The
present modification allows for intratemporal uncertainty, i.e., ~T~O, for
some TE{t,...,L}. It is not needed that all input variables related to a
particular period are known at the beginning of that period in order that
the consumer is able to make a decision. A possible interpretation is that
a consumer is assumed to plan at the beginning of a period, whereas not
all of the input variables concerning that particular period have already
been realized (at the beginning of that period). An interpretation leading
to different input variables per good is as follows; suppose that a
consumer first consumes good 1, then good 2, and so on, until good M. The
moment the consumer plans, he or she can deal with such a consumption
pattern by excluding in case of good 1 input variables which will be
realized only after consumption of good 1, and similarly with respect to
the other goods. The way in which this can be modelled is by excluding the
relevant components of w,~ from niT, from nZ,~, and so on.

From Pt we can obtain over the set Hi,~ the measure Pi,~ induced by the

projection rriT. Let Hi,~-rti~(Vt)-{vj(1),...,vj(m)}, where m, as well as

j(1),...,j(m) may depend upon i and T, and where each vj(i) has positive

probability. Denote by L(Hi,~,Pi,~) (with e-algebra the power set of Hi~,

dropped for convenience) the normed linear vector space consisting of all
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functions f.Hi~~R such that ~f(.)~ is bounded on HiT with norm defined
by5

~f~i ~- Max{f(vj(1)),...,f(vj(m))}. (2.3)

As the (topological) vector space of consumption functions we choose the

following space, with q~ - (q1T,...,qM~)', ~-t,..,L;

(A2) Choice of vector space
The space of consumption functions is chosen equal to
Ct-{(qt,qt~1,....qL)~; qiTEL(Hi~,Pi~), i-1.....M, T-t,...,L},
with Hi~ and PiT constructed from Vt by means of given projections

Ct can be considered as a direct product of linear normed spaces. Ct

itself, therefore, is also a linear normed space with norm, e.g., the

maximum over (2.3) with respect to i-1,...,M, T-t,...,L.

The consumer's choice set is first restricted to a subset Bt of Ct.
We shall choose Bt as the set consisting of consumption functions that
have their range contained in the set6

Qt -{xER(L-ttl)XM, at ~ x~ bt componentwise }, (2.4)

with at, btE R(L-ttl)XM .I.he choice set may be further restricted by means
of constraint functions. We do that in the following way:

(A3) Assumption concerning the choice set
The choice set is a subset of Bt determined by means of Nt
constraints, which are represented by

~jt: Bt ~ ~jt, j-1,...,Nt

~jt(qt.9tt1....,qL) E Zjt C ~jt
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where ~jt are topological vector spaces, with Zjt convex sets with
non-empty interiors, j-1,...,Nt.

If the variables appearing in the lifetime wealth budget constraint, other
than the consumption functions, are input variables, one can treat this
constraint as a condition on a function from the set Bt into the space
L(Vt,Pt). In order to do so first define

gt: Qt X Vt ~ R
(2.5)

gt(qt.9tt1,...,qL;vt) --~~-ttl1tTp~qT}(1}rt-1)At-1}~i-ttllt2y~'

with q~ -(q1~,...,qM2)' E RM, and vT a vector, with components elements
of R, of the same dimension as Vt. For any (qt,qttl,...,qL)' E Ct we can
construct the function

gt(q1toRlt(.),...qMtonMt(.)...,q1Lon1L(.),..,qMLonML(.);.) : Vt ~ R.

This function is obviously an element of L(Vt,Pt). Next define

~lt' Bt ~ ~lt - L(Vt.Pt).

~lt(qt'qttl'"''qL) -

(2.6)

gt(qltonlt(.),...qMtonMt(.),...q1Lort1L(.),...qMLonML(.);.).

The lifetime wealth budget constraint is given by

~lt(4t,qt.1.....qL) E Zlt- {z(.) E L(Vt,Pt): z(.) ) 0 a.s.}. (2.7)

In order to see that this construction makes sense, notice that with
respect to the "derived" random variable

gt(qlto~lt(~t).~.qMto~Mt(~t),-,91Lon1L(vt),..qMLoaML(~t):~t)
(2.8)



-9-
there holds that it is non-negative if and only if
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gt(9ltonlt(.)....9MtonMt(.),...q1L'~1L(-).--.qMLonML(.);.) E Zlt.
(2.9)

In case leisure is also (explicitly) included in the consumer's choice set
or if in addition one makes the wage rate (or other variables) dependent
upon previous outcomes or decisions, one should, of course, adapt the
above construction. Other constraints, such as non-negativity constraints,
liquidity constraints and the like, can be formulated in a similar way.

Define ;t-Rjtl~jt. Zt-)ÍjtlZjt, and write ~t-(~1t,...~Nt,t). The

choice set can be written as

Dt -{(9t.qttl~....9~)' E BtCCt; ~t(qt.qttl.....qL) E Zt C~t}.

(2.10)

The obiective function will be taken as a mapping of the subset Bt of
Ct into R, representing the preference ordering over the set Bt. To be
able to do so we need the following assumption:

(A4) Assumption concerning prePerence ordering
There exists a preference ordering over the subset Bt of Ct which can
be represented by some mapping Ut: Bt-~ R, such that qa E Bt is
preferred to or considered indifferent with qb E Bt iff Ut(qa) ~
Ut(qb).

1'he standard approach to obtain a preference ordering obeying (A4)

consists of deriving it from a preference ordering over the set of

probability distributions induced by the consumption functions. Each

consumption function transforms the probability distribution Pt into a

probability distribution over Qt, the set consisting of the possible

ranges of the consumption functions belonging to Bt, once we treat each

qi,~ as a function over Vt by composing it with the projection ni,~. For an

element qEBt the transformed probability distribution shall be denoted by

q(Pt). The set of transformed probability distributions is a subset of

the set of all probability distributions over Qt, which we shall denote by

~(Qt). Over a subset ~t of ~(Qt) containing the induced probability
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distributions one can assume the existence of a preference ordering that

can be represented by a transformation Ut: .s~t -jR, where p1E .s~t is

preferred to or considered indifferent with p2E .r~t iff Ut(pl) ~ Ut(p2)'
The preference ordering we are interested in is then given by the

transformation Ut:Bt~R, defined by

Ut(9) - Ut(4(Pt)). (2,11)

The best known and most applied preference ordering is obtained if one
adopts the von Neumann-Morgenstern expected utility hypothesis.~ Under
this hypothesis there holds for some function ut : Qt -~ R,

Ut(9) - Etut(q) - fQ ut d9(Pt) - fV utoq dPt. (2.12)
t t

In the next section we shall impose the following restriction on the
function ut.

(EU) Assumption concerning expected utility

The function ut: Qt ~ R is once continuously differentiable.

The expected utility approach can be generalized by the inclusion of
taste shifters such aG family composition variables. Denote by w,t the
subvector of wt, if t-t, or of w,t, if T)t, consisting of taste shifters.
The preference ordering is then represented by

Ut(4t.9tt1~....9L) - Etut(9t,...,qL;wt....~wL) (2.13)

with ut(.,.):QtxVt~R, where Vt denotes the set of possible outcomes of

(wt" "'wL)'. Assumption (EU) should now be valid in terms of the

components corresponding to (qt,...,qL)'. Of course, other mappings

Ut:Bt-~R than those presented so far may be used as well.8

The consumer's problem is now defined, combining (2.10) and (A4), as
follows:
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(P) Consumer's optimization problem
Max {Ut(qt'qttl ""'qL)' (qt'qttl ""'qL)~ E Dt}, with Dt defined in
(2.10).

We assume

(A5) Unique solution assumption
Problem (P1) has a unique solution.

Notice that in case of assumption (EU) the expected utility function is
continuous. Also, it can easily be shown that the constraint function
corresponding to the life time wealth budget constraint as given by (2.6)
is continuous. Moreover, the set Bt as defined by means of (2.4) is
compact,9 so that, in general, ensuring the existence of a solution is
rather straightforward. To obtain a unique solution one can assume a
strictly concave utility function together with a convex choice set,10

The first order conditions which we will derive in the next section,

become tractable if the optimal solution is an internal point of the set

Bt. A point q E Bt is called an internal point of Bt if for every qa E Ct

there is a~0 (possibly depending upon q and qa) such that q f~ga E Bt

whenever 0 C a~ -0. We assume

(A6) Internal solution assumption
The solution of problem (P1) is an internal point of Bt.

This condition means that the optimal solution q should satisfy at ~ q(
bt, componentwise. The choice of Bt should, therefore, be such that the
optimal choice will not be on its boundary.

3. The Derivation of the First Order Conditions.

Neustadt (19~6, ch. III) and also I.uenberger (1969, pp 249-250)

formulate ( generalized) Lagrange multiplier rules for optimization
problems of the form:
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Maxc {U(c); c E B1 C B2, ~(c) E Z C~}, (3.1)

where B2 is a subset of a real linear vector space C, ~ is a real linear

topological space (e.g., a normed linear vector space), Z is a convex set

with nonempty interior, and where U and ~ are functions, U: B2 -~ R, and

~: B2 ~~. The purpose of the present section is to relate (3.1) and

(P), and to show how one can apply a generalized Lagrange multiplier rule

to model (P).

To do so, we first need some preliminary results. Define for ECC and

eEC,

cone(E-e) -{ a(c-e); c E E, a E R, a~0 }. (3.2)

Let there be given some function F. E C C ~ X, with X a linear
topological space (i.e., R or ~ in our case). The Lagrange multiplier rule
is stated in terms of Gáteaux differentials. The definition of Gátesux
directional differentiability is as follows (see Neustadt (19~6, p45)):

Definition A function F: E C C-~ X is Gáteaux directional differentiable
at a point e0 E E, with E finitely open in itselfll, if
there is a(necessarily unique) function

DF(e0) : cone(E-e0) -~ X

such that

limE.~O e-1[F(eOtEh)-F(e0)]-DF(e0)(h)-0

for all hEcone(E-e0).

Some comments are in order. Firstly, DF(e0) is called the Gáteaux
directional differential of F at e0. Secondly, the set E is taken to be
finitely open in itself to ensure that for all h E cone(E-e0), eOtEh E E
for all e sufficiently small. A sufficient condition for a set to be
finitely open in itselF is that it is convex.12 Thirdly, if e0 is an
internal point, then cone(E-e0) becomes the whole space C. Finally, if
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DF(e0)(.) ís linearl3 in h then the differential is called G9teaux
differential (without the adjective directional)..

Let ~ denote the dual space of ;, i.e., the set of linear and
continuous functions from ; into R(see, e.g., Dunford and Schwartz
(1958)). Denote by C1(B) the closure of the set B. The Multiplier rule for
the optimization problem (3.1) in the form we are going to use it is as
follows (see Neustadt (1976, ch. III)):

Multiplíer rule.

Let c0 be an optimal solution of problem (3.1). Suppose that B1 and
B2 are finitely open in themselves. Then, if the GAtesux
differentials of U and ~ exist, a necessary condition is that therew
exist a E R, a)0, and .i E;, not both zero, such that

aDU(c0) t .~oD~(c0): cone(B1-c0) ~ R

(vcEcone(sl-c~)) ( (aDU(co)t~oD~(c0))(c) ~ o )

(vzECl(Z)) ( ~(z) ~ ~(~(c0)) ).

(3.3a)

(3.3b)

(3.3c)

DU(c0) denotes the Gfiteaux differential of U(.)~at c0, D~(c0) is the
G~teaux differential of ~(.) at the same point, ~ E~ is the so-called
Lagrange Multiplier, and ~aD~(c0) denotes the composite function of ,~ and
D~(c0).

This multiplier rule corresponds very closely to the standard
multiplier rule in Rn. For example, if c0 is an internal point of B1, so
that cone(B -c )-C, then the inequality sign in (3.3b) can be replaced by
an equality sign.14 Moreover, if the set Z is also a cone containing the
origin then (3.3c) is equivalent with

.
.C E -(C1(Z)) . ~(~(c0)) - 0,

" " 15where -(C1(Z)) -{kE~ ; k(z) ) 0 for all zEZ }.

(3.3c')

We have already formulated the model for each period t in terms of
(3.1), cf., (P). According to the formulation of the multiplier rule we
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need the existence and explicit expressions of the Gêteaux differentials
of Ut and ~t, and we need the dual space of ~t.

We first turn to Gáteaux differentiability of Ut and ~t. In life

cycle models, it is common practice to take Ut(.) concave. From Neustadt

(1976, I.~.~) it then follows that the Gáteaux directional differential

exists at the optimal point. However, it need not necessarily be linear.

For directional differentials (of the utility function) the above

multiplier rule is also valid, but (3.3b) generally cannot be simplified,

making the application of the multiplier rule less attractive. So, if one

chooses a concave utility function we assume it to be chosen smooth enough

to ensure linearity of the Gátesux directional differential, at least at

the optimum. In case of the expected utility hypothesis it is easy to

prove under assumption (EU) that the Gáteaux differential of Ut exists and

takes the expected form. We do this in the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Under Assumptions (EU) the Gáteaux-differential of the function
Ut: Bt~ R defined by

UtÍqt.9tt1,....9L) - Etut(qt,9tt1~....9L)

0
at the point (oqt, qt}1,.. . qL)' E Bt is given by the linear

function

DUt(oqt,o9tt1,...,oqL) : Cone(Bt-(o9t.o9tt1....,o9L)') ~ R

defined by

DUt('qt,oqt~1.....oqL)(ht.ht}1,...,hL) -

Et {~~-t D,~ut( o9t. oqttl.... , oqU)'h,t}

where DTUt(oqt,oqttl,.. ,oqL) denotes the vector of partial

derivatives of ut with respect to the components corresponding

to the vector q~, each evaluated at (oqt,o9t}1... .oqL)'.

Proof. See the Appendix.
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Notice that condition (EU) does not require concavity, so that the theorem

is also valid for non-concave expected utility functions satisfying

assumption (EU).

Next let us consider the constraint functions. Constraint functions,
for example, corresponding to the lifetime wealth budget constraínt or
similar constraints with the variables, other than the consumption
functions, appearing in these constraints being input variables, are, in
the literature, often assumed to be linear or affine. If ~ is any affine
function, with linear part ~~, then the G9teaux differential exists and
satisfies D~-~~, since

limE~O E-1[~(q4Eh)-~(q)]-1imE.~OE-1[~(q)tE~~(h)-~(q)]-~~(h).
(3.4)

Constraints which are constructed as in ( 2.6) are also GAtesux
differentiable if the corresponding function, say, gt . QtxVt ~ R is
differentiable in the components corresponding to Qt. We obtain as GAteaux
differential (cf. the proof of theorem 1) a mapping with domain cone(Bt-
(qt,...,qL)') and co-domain L(Vt,Pt) which transforms ( qt,...,qL)' into

~T-tDTgt(qltorrlt(.)...9Mt'nMt(.)...q1L'n1L(.),..9ML'nML(.);.)'hT(-).
(3.5)

where D~gt denotes the vector of partial derivatives of gt with respect to

the components corresponding to the vector q,~.

If the constraint function is not Gáteaux differentiable one could

possibly make use of weaker differentials. For instance, if ~t is Wt-

convex, i.e., for all K E[0;1] and all x,y E Bt,

~t(uxt(1-u)y)-(u~t(x)t(i-x)~t(y)) E Wt. (3.6)

with Wt s convex cone containing the origin, then the function h~

~t(q . h) -~t(q) is a differential at y E dt for which the above

multiplier rule is also valid, at least if Int(Zt) t Wt - Int(Zt). Again,

however, applying weak differentials which are not linear will not easily
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lead to tractable results. Therefore, we assume constraint functions for

which the Gáteaux differentials exist, at least at the optimum.
N

We now turn to the dual space of ~t. The dual space of ÍÍjtl~jt is
N ~ ~

(isomorphic to) ÍÍjtl~jt ( see Neustadt (1976,p 34)). This means that ztE
N ~ ~r r

[ÍÍ.t 3' ] if and only if there are linear functions z. E~. , j-1,...,N ,~-1 jt N ~ ~t ~t t
such that zt(zlt'" .'zNtt) -~jtlZjt(zjt)' for every (zlt'" ''zNtt) E

Nt
~ j-1~jt' lf Zt is not only convex with a non-em~ty interior, but also a

closed cone containing the origin, then ,~t E-(Zt) if and only if there

~ Nt
are ~jt E-(Zjt) , j-1,...,Nt, such that ~t(z1t~....zNtt) -~j-1~jt(zjt)

N
for all (zlt ""'zN t)' E RjtlZjt'

t
The dual space of L(Vt,Pt), cf. (2.6), can be found in Dunford and

Schwartz (1958). We reproduce it here, adapted to the present case, for

the sake of convenience.

r
Theorem 2. For every ,~t E L(Vt,Pt) there exists a unique ~t E M(Vt'Pt)'

the space of ineasures on ït (the power set of Vt), which vanish
on sets of Pt-measure 0, such that

~t(ht) - fVt ht dat.

for all ht E L(Vt'Pt)'

Proof. See Dunford and Schwartz (1958, Theorem 1v.8.16),16

We can write, since any at E M(Vt,Pt) vanishes outside it

~t(ht) - fV ht.~t dPt
t

(3.7)

where ~t(.)- Vt ~ R is the density of ~t with respect to Pt. S~milar to

Neustadt (1976) we are able to obtain the result that -L(Vt,Pt) consists
w

of all linear functions ~tE L(Vt,Pt) with the representation given in
Theorem 2 for some non-negative set-function ~t E M(Vt'Pt)'
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If the GAteaux differentials exist we can apply the generalized

Lagrange Multiplier rule. Notice, however, that the multiplier rule

(3-3) contains the parameter a by which
DUt(qt'qttl' "''qL) is multiplied.

To ensure that a is unequal to zero, and, therefore, can be set equel to

one, one has to impose some normalisation condition.l~ A possibility that

usually holds in expected utility models and which makes the necessary

conditions also sufficient18 is the following:19

(A~) Normalisation condition
Ut(.) is concave, Zt is a closed convex cone with a non-empty

interior containing the origin, the constraint function is Zt-
r r

convex,20 and Bt contains a point ( qt,.. , qL)' such that
M M

~t( qt,.. , qL) E Int Zt.

To conclude this section we shall state part (3.3b) of the fírst
order conditions in case of the standard life cycle consumption model,
i.e., model ( 2.1) with Ut(qt ""'qL) - Etut(qt' " " qL)' it takes the form

(v(ht....,hL)' E cone(Bt-(qt.....qL)'))

(aEt~t-tDuT(9t....,qL)'h~ - f~t~~-titTp~h~dat ~ 0).
(3.8)

Assumptions ( A6) and ( A7) guarantee that we may also write this as

(v(ht,....hL)' E Ct)

(EtFT-tDuT(9t....,qL)'h~ - f~t~T-titTp2hjd~t - 0).
(3.9)

In section 5 we show how one can construct moments and especially Euler
equations on the basis of, for example, (3.9). However, we first need to
link the models of the various periods, which we do in the next section.

4. Relationships over time.

The first order conditions derived for a particular period t should

be satisfied by Lhe optimal solution which are the planned consumption
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bundles. If we assume that the consumer plans at the beginning of each

period, only (qlt' "'qMt)~ of period t's optimization problem will be

actually realized. The realizations of (the vectors) qti1,...,qL depend

upon the problem formulations of periods t;1,...,L, respectively. The

first order conditions for period t will therefore only be valid in terms

of all actually observed variables if the problem formulations of period

ttl to L satisfy certain conditions. Such conditions might be termed ttme

conststency conditíons. In this section we briefly state sufficient time

consistency conditions (concerning the utility function and the choice

set) linking period t and ttl, period ttl and tt2, and so on. The section

will be concluded by a few examples of time inconsistency.

We consider the linking of the problem formulations of period T and
Ktl. The time index T will range from t to L-1. Let 8,~ denote the vector
of period ~['s input variables that will be realized between period t and
period (Ttl)'s decision problems. This vector consists of the realizations
of w,~ and, if w,~}1 is equal to 0, also the realizations of w,~}1; if w,~tl
is not equal to 0 then 8,~ consists of the realizations of w~ and of that
part of w,~tl that is not included in w~}1. Write period 2's optimal
solution as (q,~(.)'.qTtl(.)')`. with q~}1(.) -(qTt1Í.)', ...qL(.)')'. The
first requirement is that qK}1(.) is an element of period (Yfl)'s choice
set for each possible realisation of g~. The second requirement concerns
the converse linking. Corresponding to each realisation of 8j there exists

Ttl
a solution of period (itl)'s problem to be denoted by, say, q (3,~),

where g,~ is a realisation of 8j. Let qi,~:Hi,~-~R, i-1,...,M, be some bounded

functions, and let q~(.) -(ql,~(.),...,qM,~(.))'. For each such q~(.), the

function

q~(.) - (q,~(-)',q~tl(.)~), (4.1)

can be considered as an element of the space C,~. The second requirement is
that qT(.) considered as element of C,~ belongs to period ~c's choice set if

t
q~(,) -(qT(.)',q~ (.)')', where q,~(.) is period T's optimal choice with

respect to the goods concerning period T. If, in addition, the utility

function has a recursive structure as discussed in, for example, Kreps and

Porteus (19~8) it is clear that the first order conditions of period t's
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optimization problem are also valid when applied to actually observed
variables of periods t,...,L.

In case of expected utility a recursive utility function is easily
constructed by linking period ~ and period (Ttl)'s utility functions by

ET.luitl(qZt1~...,9L) - ETU,~(oqT.qTt1~....9L). (4.2)

where P~;1 (the probability distribution corresponding to E,~~1) is

constructed from PT as the conditional probability distribution of

(w2t1'wTt2 ""'wL)'
given the realisation of 8,~; oqT is the (realized)

optimal consumption vector of period t, and period T's utility function

equals E,~u,~(qT,q,~}1,....9L). See also Kreps and Porteus (19~8). Combining

such utility functions with choice sets constructed on the basis of, for

example, (2.4) and (2.6) (and similar constructions in case of, for

instance, nonnegativity constraints or liquidity constraints) leads to

time consistent models.

Some examples of time inconsistent life cycle models are easily
constructed. Utility functions representing myopic habit formation are
usually non-recursive.21 Another example of non-recursive utility
functions is the following class

UT(qT.9Tt1.....qL) - E,~T(ET.-tu,~.(9T.)).

UTfl(q~[t1~...qL) - Ei~1T(~i.-.~f1uT~(9T~)).
(4.3)

with T(.):R-~R some (fixed) transformation not satisfying particular

restrictions such as positive linearity (cf. Fishburn (19~0)) or a

specification discussed by Van der Ploeg (1989).

An example of choice sets which may lead to time inconsistency can be
found in Winder (1988)22, who studied the problem

Max ~2-tu,~(c,~) s.t. ~i-titTCT ~ (lir)At-1; ~K-tit~Ety2. (4.4)

for t-1,...,L. The choice set now consists of constant functions of the
input variables (being income of periods tt1,...,L, with interest rate

assumed to be fixed and known) which should satisfy an expected lifetime
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wealth budget constraint.~3 A solution of period t's problem need not be

an element of period (ttl)'s choice set. This can be seen by means of the

following simple example, constructed for illustrative purposes only.

Suppose a consumer has two periods left to live with AL-2-0, yL-1-10,000

and yL distributed symmetrically around 10,000. Suppose, furthermore, that

the discount rate as well as the interest rate are equal to zero, and that

period L-1 and L's intratemporal utility functions are the same. In period

L-1 the consumer will choose cL-1-10,000 and plan cL-10,000, so that AL-1
will be 0. If, however, the realisation of yL is less than 10,000 as a

consequence cL should also be less than 10,000, at least if AL is assumed

to be nonnegative. This results in a difference between the actual choice

set for cL (in period L) and the choice set for cL planned in period L-1,

implying time inconsistency.

5. The construction of moments: Some examples.

The first order conditions can be used to construct moments, which

might be applied in estimation. For each particular life cycle model

formulation the corresponding particular first order conditions might

require a particular construction to find moments. We therefore

necessarily have to restrict ourselves to some examples, which

nevertheless indicate how to proceed in other life cycle model

formulations. The first example is the standard life cycle model with

intertemporally additive expected utility and only the lifetime wealth

budget constraint. Next to intertemporal Euler equations we will derive

intratemporal moments which may show up if, for example, the prices

concerning a particular period are not known with certainty at the

beginning of that period when the consumer makes his or her plan. The

second application concerns liquidity constraints with earnings-related

bounds as discussed in Alessie et al. (1988), who derived an Euler

equation using intratemporal identities. We extend their approach to the

present case.

i. The standard Ztfe cycle modeZ.

The standard life cycle model takes the following form:
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Max Et~T-tuT(qT)

s.t. -~~-t1t~pTqt t (1}rt-1)At-1}~t-tltTyT E Zlt'

(5.1)

Income, prices, and interest rates are assumed to be exogenous. We assume
that y~, it~, and pi~ are included in ni~, i-1,...,M, and T-t,...,L. To
obtain Euler equations and other moments we use the following part of the
first order conditions, cf. (3.9):

(v(ht ,...,h~)' E Ct)

(LEt{~2-tDu~(9~)'h~} - f~t ~~-tit~P~hT d~t~ - 0).
(5.2)

From (5.2) one can obtain many possible moments.2~ Of course, one is
usually especially interested in those moments which contain observable
variables only. Since we can choose any (ht,...,hL)' E Ct we want, the
Euler equations connecting periods t and ttl are easily found by choosing
ht --i, with i a vector of dimension M with typical element 1, htt1-
Diagt,ttl.~, where

Diagt~t}1-DiaB(LPit~it ttlpl,ttl~~....CPMt~it~ttlPM t}1~).

and by choosing the other h's equal to 0. Substituting these choices into
(5.2) gives

Et{Diagt t~1.Dutt1(9tf1) - Dut(qt)) - 0, (5.3)

the well-known Euler equations. Notíce that this is, in fact, the way Hall
(1978) obtained his Euler equations. More generally, the Euler equations
linking period T and Ttl in period t's problem can be obtained by choosing

h~ - -ET{Diag~~Tt1Du~}1(qTfl) - Du~(9T)}
(5.4)

hTt1- Diag~ ~41.-h~
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and h,~,- 0, T'~ T, Ttl, with E2 the conditional expectation of the

probability distribution of the input variables not known at decision

period T given the realizations of the input variables known at decision

period ~c (constructed from Pt), and DiagT ,~~1 defined as

DiagT Tf1-DiaB([1tTp1T,1t,T.1P1,z,1~~....CitZpMT~it ,~~1PM Ttl~).

Substituting these choices into (5.2) leads to

Et[ET[Diag,~ ,~}1.DuT~1(9,~t1)-DuT(4,~)~~

E,~[Diag,~ ,~}1.Du,~tl(qTtl)-Du~(9,~)~~ - 0,

or, equivalently,

E,~[Diag,~ ,~t1.Du,~}1(q,~tl) - Du,~(9T)) - 0. (5.5)

If there is no intratemporal uncertainty, i.e., if w~ - 0, ~C-t,...,L,
the first order conditions also lead to intratemporal identities between
the marginal utilities. This follows from the choices

hkt - (1~PkZ){(l~pk~).c~u,~(qT)~~9k.~ - (1~P~,~).c~u,~(q,~)~~9~T}

h~T - -(l~p~~){(l~pk,~).~u~(q,~)~~9k,~ - (1~P~Z).c~u,~(qT)I~q~T}

and the other h's equal to 0, which, after substituting these choices into
(5.2), results in

Et L (1 ~PkT ) . ~u,~ ( q,~ ) ~~qkT- (1 ~P~,~ ) . ~u,~ ( 9,t ) ~~q~,~ ~ ,

[ (1 ~Pk,~ ) . ~u,~ ( qT ) ~ ~9k,~ - (1~P~T ) . c~u,~ ( 9,~ ) ~ ~q~,~ J - 0 .

or, equivalently,

(5.6)

(1~Pk,~).c~u,~(qT)~~9k,~ - (1~P~T).~uT(q,t)~c~q~~ - 0. (5.Ï)
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If, however, there is intratemporal uncertainty, the choices (5.6) need

not be valid. For example, let (some of) the prices within a period be

uncertain at the beginning of a planning period in the sense that some of

the ~i~ do not include all elements of p~. The choices (5.6) are then

invalid if nkT does not contain p~T or if ~~~ does not contain pk~. The

"best" we can choose in that case compared to (5.6) is

hk~ - (1~PkT) ET{(l~pkj).~uT(q~)~~qki - (1~P~T).~u7(qT)~~q~~},
(5.8)

h~T - -(1~p~T) ET{(l~pk~).~u~(9~)~~qkT - (1~P~T).~u~(q~)~~q~~},

(or simply hkt-l,pkt' h~t--l~p~t in case T-t) and choose all other h's

equal to zero. Performing the similar substitutions as above, we obtain

an intratemporal moment:

E~{(l~pkt).~u~(qt)I~qkT - (1~P~T).~u~(qT)~~q~T} - 0. (5-Ï')

This moment replaces the standard intratemporal identity between the
marginal utilities concerning good k and ~.

The usual approach for estimating the standard life cycle consumption
model is made in two steps, the first consisting of estimating a demand
system which can be constructed from the intratemporal identities between
the marginal utilities (corrected for prices) and the second step
consisting of the estimation of an Euler equation representing the
intertemporal first order condition. See, e.g., Alessie et al. (1989) or
Blundell et al. (1988). The demand system explains the allocation of goods
within a period. The first step usually requires the imposition of some
(additional) error structure. However, such an error structure very often
cannot easily be incorporated in the life cycle model formulation previous
to the derivation of the intratemporal demand system, so that there is
very often no solid theoretical basis for the error structure in the
demand system. This problem does not appear if one allows for intra-
temporal uncertainty, since it then turns out to be natural to estimate by
means of a system of inter- as well as intratemporal moments, which follow
from the consumer's optimization problem without the imposition of an
additional (ad hoc) error structure. Moreover, intratemporal uncertainty
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still makes it easy to find moments even if one allows for additional
constraints, like nonnegativity constraints.25

it. Additional inequality constratnts: Earntngs-related Ziqutdtty

constraints.

Inequality constraints that are often imposed are nonnegativity

constraints and liquidity constraints. The former are especially important

when studying disaggregated consumption models.26 Here we will

concentrate on liquidity constraints which usually have the following form

-~,C-t1tTpTqT}(1}rt-1)At-1}~T-tltTy2
~ Mk, k-t....,L-1, (5-9)

where Mk, k-t,...,L-1 are some given bounds. These constraints are easily

transformed into forms corresponding to (2.6). Without further

modifications the corresponding first order conditions lead to moments

which can only be used in applications if one has available data on non-

human wealth (A,t, 2-t,tt1,...), cf., Zeldes (1989). For this reason

Alessie et al. (1988) considered a modification of the constraint (5.9) by

allowing the bound to be earnings related, i.e.,

M- - ~O t ~lwk(T-,~k). k-t.....L-1, (5.~0)

where ~k denotes leisure, T is the time endowment, wk is the wage rate,

and ~~ and ~1 are parameters. Since leisure is introduced the utility

function as well as the life time wealth budget constraint and liquidity

constraints are modified to take this into account.2~ The expected

utility function becomes

L
Et ~,~-t u~(q,~,~,~) .

and the lifetime wealth budget constraint is now

(5.11)

L i(P~q t w ~) t(ltr )A t~L i( m t w T) ) 0.
-~T-t t~c T~r r T t-1 t-1 T-t t~e T T -

(5.12)
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with m,~ nominal non-labour income in period T. The liquidity constraints

are analogously modified. The constraints

0 C .i~ C T (5.13)

are also included. Using fntratemporal tdentitfes which result from the
first order conditions without within period uncertainty Alessie et al.
(1988) constructed intertemporal Euler equations containing only
observable variables. We now consider the question whether their
derivation is also possible in case of additional intratemporal
uncertainty by applying the present paper's approach. We shall assume that
leisure, ~,~, is not influenced by intratemporal uncertainty which does not
also influence the other consumption goods, i.e., the components of the
vector ~, corresponding to leisure are contained in the ~,'s of the other
goods. Moreover, we assume that yT and itt are included in each ~,iT for
given T, and that the prices (including the wage rate) are included in the
input variables set of the corresponding quantities similarly as we did in
the case of the standard life cycle model. The first order conditions are
easy to derive. Let h~ -(hT, h~), ~r-t,...,L, with h~ corresponding to q,t,
and hT corresponding to .~,~, then there should hold

(d(ht,htt1.....hL)' E Ct)

(Et{~~r-t(DlTUT(qT,~T)1hT ~ D2~uT(qY.~T)ht)}

L- fvt~T-t( c - ~,~p2h,~ ; itTw,~h~) d~t (5.~4)

- ~k-t fVt(~T-t(lttpTh2 t it,~wThT) - ~lwkhk) d~lct

L .~
- ~k-t fVt hk dvkt - 0),

where Dl,~u,~(qt,~,~) denotes the vector of partial derivatives of uT(.,.)

with respect to qt, D2TU,~(q,~,~,~) is the partial derivative of u,~(.,.) with
respect to ~i,~, both evaluated at (q,~,~,~)' , and where ~t, 1~t (k - t, .. .,
L-1), and vkt (k-t,...,L) are the "generalized Lagrange multipliers"
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corresponding to the lifetime wealth budget constraint, the liquidity
constraints, and the constraints .~k ( T(k-t,..,L), respectively. The
constraints ~k ) 0(k-t,...,L) are assumed to be non-binding. The
following should also hold at the optimum:

f~ (T - ,~k} dvkt - 0, k-t,...,L,
t

(5.15)

with vkt non-negative measures, cf. (3.3c'). We only consider the

derivation of the Euler equation of Alessie et al. (1988). We begin with

choosing all h's, except ht -(hlt'" " hMt)~' ht, and h~ t~l (the j-th

component of the vector ht}1) equal to zero. We then have for all relevant

remaining h's

Et{Dltut(qt.~t)~httD2tut(qt.~t)htt~uttl(qttl',~ttl)~c~qj,t{l.hj,ttl}

- fut(Ptht } lt.ttlpj.ttlh~ t}1 t wtht ) dat

- f~ (Ptht f wt(1-~1)ht ) dutt (5.16)
t

-~k-ttlJUt(Ptht t lt,ttlpj.t'lh~
t}1 t wtht) dukt

~- f~t ht dvtt
- 0.

If, in order to eliminate the terms containing the generalized Lagrange
multipliers, we next choose

h~t - (1~Pjt) I(~~~)(T-.Lt),

ht - (-i~(Wt(i-~1))) I(o m}(T-,tt).

h~ t~l -(l~it t~1P tl) (~1~(1-~1)) I(~ m)(T-,~t).j,t

(5.17)

and the other hit (i~j) equal to zero, we obtain, also using (5.~5),
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Et[~1~(1-~1)]{(l~it ttipj.ttl)~uttl(qttl.~t~l)~~qj,ttl -

(1-1~~1)(1~Pjt)~ut(9t.~t)~~qjt -

(1~~1)(l~Wt)DZtut(qt.~t)}.I(~ m)(T-~t)

(5.18)

- o.

This corresponds to the Euler equation Alessie et al. (1988) derive in
case of no intratemporal uncertainty. Similar relationships can also be
obtained for period T, T)t, just as in the standard life cycle model.

Notice that if we do not assume that ~t is not influenced by input
variables which also do not influence qit, i-1,...,M, the choice

h~t - (1~Pjt) I(~ m)(T-~t) (5.19)

is no longer valid. In that case the moment of equation (5.15) may not be
correct.

6. Summary and conclusions.

In this paper we presented the first order conditions for quite
general forms of the life cycle consumption model. These first order
conditions can be used to construct moments such as Euler equations. To be
able to derive first order conditions we first formulated the life cycle
consumption model in a formal setting. We modelled the uncertainty more
generally than in the standard approach by allowing for intratemporal
uncertainty, particularly concerning prices. A consequence of this way of
modelling uncertainty is that, in general, the first order conditions not
only result in intertemporal Euler equations but also lead to
intratemporal moments instead of the usual intratemporal identities
between marginal utilities (corrected for prices). After linking the
models over time by means of time consistency conditions we illustrated
how to obtain moments in two particular life cycle consumption models: the
standard one for reference and another for illustration with leisure and
earnings-related liquidity constraints.
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Concluding, we believe that our extension of the way Hall (19~8)

derived Euler equations together with the more general modelling of

uncertainty broadens the possibilities to do future research to life cycle

consumption models including non-additive expected utility functíons,

extra restrictions, and possibly utility functions that do not satisfy the

von Neumann-Morgenstern expected utílity hypothesis. However, one may wish

to relax or replace some of the assumptions we imposed. This is a topic of

future research.
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Appendix: Proof of Theorem 1.

The set Bt is convex, and, therefore, finitely open in itself. Now let
(ht,httl,.. ,hL)' E Cone(Bt -(oqt,oqttl, ,oqL)') be arbitrary. Then for
e sufficiently small, say, e~eC, there holds (oqt,oqttl... ,oqL)'}
E(ht,ht}1,...,hL)'E Bt. Next as a consequence of the once continuous
differentiability of ut(.), there holds pointwise that

limE.~OE-1{utÍÍoqt,o9t;1'''oqL)t6(ht'ht}1,....hL))-ut(oqt,...,oqL)~ -

L 'h .~T-tDTUt(oqt' " 'oqL) T

Furthermore, by application of the mean-value theorem,

- 1 0 0E ~ut(( 9t..... qL)te(ht.....hL))-ut(oqt..... qL)~ ~

M~(ht,htt1,...,hL)I.

where M denotes the maximum of the bounds of the partial derivatives. So,
for any sequence {sn}, with en~. 0, we can apply the dominated convergence
theorem, from which it follows that

l~m E E-1[u ((oq ,... oq ) E(h h))-u (oq oq )]En.~O t n t t ' L{ n t'"" L t t""' L -

L ,Et~T-tD,tut(oqt... ,oqL) h~.

Since this holds for ell sequences {En} with En~. 0, it also holds for E.~O.
Noting that the limiting function is linear in (ht,htt1,...,hL) finishes
the proof. o
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Footnotes.

1 Nevertheless our approach indicates how to proceed if the set of
possible outcomes of the uncertainty inducing variables is not finite.
See also Melenberg and Alessie (i989)-

2 The reason that we use another symbol for period t is that usually the
dimension of the vector of input variables related to period t will be

less than the dimension oF the vectors of input variables concerning

other periods. Loosely speaking one could say that the vector ~t, in

general, will only be a subvector of wt.

3 Alternatively, one may consider Hit to be the largest possible set the

consumer is supposed to use in deciding upon good i in period t.

The actual set a consumer makes use of may be obtained by some mapping

mit'Hit~it' where the set mit(Mit) would be the actual set. However,

such an approach usually leads to Y.ime-inconsistent modellings, cf.

section 4. Therefore, we will only deal with the case that mit is the

identity mapping from Hit onto Mit-Hit'

4 See footnote 3.

5 This norm is the adaptation of ess sup~~ ~f(v)~ to the present case.
1T

6 Later on we shall assume that the set Bt is chosen such that it can be
disregarded in the derivation of the first order conditions.

~ For the type of preference orderings that can be represented by means
of an expected utility function, see Fishburn (19~0).

8 For example, preference orderings over the set Bt which generalize the
expected utility approach in the sense that the effects of
intertemporal substitution and risk aversion are disentangled. See,
e.g., Kreps and Porteus ( 1978) and Selden (19~8).
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9 5ee, e.g., Dunford and Schwartz (1958, Iv.13.36).

10 Cf. also assumption (A~).

11 A non-empty set ECC is said to be finitely open in itself, if for
every eOEE and every finite subset {el,...,en}CE there is a number E~0
(possibly depending on e0,el,...,en) such that e0}~i-1X1(ei-e0)EE
whenever OCX1~E for each i.

12 Cf. assumption (A3).

13 If cone(E-e0) ~ C, a function f:cone(E-e0)~X is said to be linear if

it is the restriction to cone(E-e0) of a linear function from C into

X.

14 Choose c and -c and use the linearity of ocDU(c0)}X'D~(c0)'

15 (3.3.c) implies (3.3.c~) since if Z is a cone then OEC1(Z) and
2~(c0)EC1(Z), so that XM(~(c0))-0 and (dzECl(Z)) (~N(z)~XN(~(c0))-0).
The converse is obvious.

16 If, instead of (2.3), we based the norm on the inner product Cf,g) -

f f.g dPt, the result of this theorem also would follow, since the

dual space of a finite dimensional ínner product space is (isomorphic

to) that space itself.

1~ Cf., e.g., Takayama (1985, Ch. 1) for the standard case.

18 This follows from Neustadt (19~6, p. 142).

19 Other normalisation conditions, which do not make use of a concave
utility function and a convex constraint set, can be applied as well.
See for an example, for instance, Luenberger (1969, ch. 9).

20 cf. (3.6).
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21 See, e.g., Alessie and Melenberg (1989) for exceptions.

22 See also Kotlikoff and Pakes (1988).

23 Alternatively, one may consider c,~ to depend on (Etyt'" " EtyT)~'T-(ttl)
obtained by the mapping m,~:H~~R , which maps (yt,...,y,~)' into

Et(yt,...,y,~)', so that m~(H,~) becomes equal to {Et(yt,...,y,~)'}. The

actual used set no longer equals the largest possible information set.

Cf. footnote 3.

24 This becomes even clearer if one makes use of (3.7).

25 See also Adang (1989) and Adang and Melenberg (1989) for related
discussions. The latter also compare the various ways to estimate the
life cycle consumption model by means of an empirical example.

26 The consequences of such constraints are discussed (and also used in
an application) in Adang and Melenberg (1989).

27 We shall assume that the vector q of goods, with leisure not included,

still has dimension M.
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